
TRAINING ANNOUNCEMENT
 

Motivational Interviewing Competency
Assessment (MICA) - 3 day training

Only £300 

LIMITED PLACES AVAILABLE
 
Date: Monday 22nd July - Wednesday 24th July, 2019
Times: 9:30AM - 5:00 PM each day
Location: Nottingham, UK
 
MINT UK & Ireland are delighted to announce a 3 day training in the Motivational
Interviewing Competency Assessment (MICA) tool. This is open to anyone with a
strong working knowledge of Motivational Interviewing (MI) who is interested in
improving their MI coding and fidelity skills amongst like-minded people.

The MICA was developed by Casey Jackson, Susan Butterworth, Ali Hall, and John
Gilbert – all members of the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers.

MICA was designed to provide practitioners with easily digestible, structured and
specific feedback regarding their efforts to use the motivational interviewing approach with
their clients. It is a privilege to have Casey Jackson in the UK to deliver this training and is
an opportunity not to be missed.  

For more information on MICA please see: http://micacoding.com or this flyer

To book now click the 'Attend Event' button below or click
here: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/mica-3-day-training-tickets-61152319233

Can't come but think other's might be interested?
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Consider forwarding this email 
Or sharing / retweeting on twitter

Finally, if you have any questions please email John Russell on mintukandireland@gmail.com
or call Kathy Goumas on +44 7771 542 358.

Training Location:
Nottingham, England

Full Address:
University of
Nottingham Room 115,
Tower Building
University Park
Nottingham, England
NG7 2RD

Attend Event
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Follow MINT UK & Ireland on Twitter
https://twitter.com/MINTUKIreland
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